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The Committee Members

- Shelley MacDermid Wadsworth – HDFS
- Alice Wilcoxson – HK
- Linda Nie – HSCI
- Carl Behnke – HTM
- Libby Richards – NUR
- Heather Eicher-Miller – NUTR
- George Hollich – PSY
- Monica Kasting – PUBH
- Ravi Krishnan – SLHS

Thanks to all of them for their service to their unit and HHS!
The Committee’s Major Responsibilities

- Nominate HHS faculty for University teaching awards
- Select the winners of the HHS undergraduate teaching awards
- One of the HHS awards is named for Patsy J. Mellott, an alumna of the college who has provided funding to promote teaching innovation in the college. The award supports HHS faculty who propose innovations to enhance the quality of the college’s educational programs.
And this Year’s Award Goes to --

Scott Lawrance

- Professor of Health and Kinesiology
- His Project: “Simulation-Based Training in Athletic Training Education”.
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